
Facebook Response Poem Guidelines. 
 
This assignment is listed on the course schedule as “RESPONSE POST DUE BY NOON 
TODAY” 
 

1. Select a focus poem out of the published poems listed on the unit we are working with (units 
are listed on the syllabus as “Objects,” “Abstractions” (etc)) for your response. 

2. Find a visual image, video clip, song, or other related artwork that you associate with the 
published focus poem. You will upload this artwork to your facebook post and add an MLA 
citation under “add a description” of the upload. (How do I create an MLA citation for 
some visual art that I found on the Internet? Here’s how: 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/08/) 

3. Along with the artwork upload you will write a prose poem in response to the published 
focus poem and upload it with the image. Here are specifics: 

a. Title the poem whatever you want.  
b. Include an epigraph or dedication that mentions the original poet and poem 

example::   -–after Louis Jenkins’ “The Prose Poem” 
c. In writing the poem select 3 things from the original poem to respond to in an 

associative manner. At least one of these things should be something that you think 
is significant to the unit of prose poems you’ve read it in (“Objects,” 
“Abstractions,” etc). The two other things can by anything you like. 

 
You can post your poem any time between when we begin the “unit” and when the phrase 
RESPONSE POST DUE BY NOON TODAY appears on the syllabus. 
 
For each unit you will also make 3 associative comments on 3 peer poems from that unit (1 
comment per poem). Please see the “Associative Comment” section of this handout for information. 
See the syllabus for due dates titled: “COMMENTS DUE BY NOON TODAY” 
 
Twice during the semester you will make a presentation about your response poem and process. 
Please see the “Presentation Guidelines” section of this handout for information. You will be signed 
up for presentations at the beginning of the semester.  
 
Associative Comment Guidelines. 
 
For each unit you will also make 3 associative comments on 3 peer poems from that unit (1 
comment per poem). See the syllabus for due dates titled: “COMMENTS DUE BY NOON 
TODAY” 
 
An associative comment might be a line of poetry that comes to you while reading the prose poem or 
seeing the image/video/song. It might be a link to another poem, image, video, article, etc. It might 
be a quotation from another poem (in our group feed or from our book or otherwise: please attribute 
the source by telling us who the poet/person is that you quote). It might also be “sharing” the poem 
on your own Facebook page or on a friend’s page. If you do share, make sure to note who the poem 
is written by (it is clear in our context that we have written these poems but it might not be clear to 
others).   
 
An associative comment might also be a creative, associative expression of how the poem makes you 
feel (Dickinson was fond of saying poems made her head explode…a friend of mine often prizes 
poems that make her lock herself in the bathroom and cry)—or a creative articulation of what the 
poem makes you think about. 
 



Associative comments reach out and express in creative ways. 
 
That’s a lot. Is there any way I should not comment? 
 
For this project the comment field should not be linear critique, judgment, or evaluation (so, not: I 
like this poem or this poem is good or I would cut the last line or this poem makes no sense to me). 
(We’ll do that in workshop). “Liking,” hearting or other clicking doesn’t count as a comment, though 
feel free to also perform this kind of response.  
 

 
Presentation Guidelines. 
 
Two times during the semester you will present your response poem. The presentation will deliver 
the information, below, to the class. In preparation, write out responses to the following prompt: 
print and hand in one copy to me after your presentation. Include the text of your prose poem. Use 
full, complete sentences (etc). Following these guidelines I give an example write-up. 
 

1. Direct us to the focus poem you worked with. Read it out loud and tell us why you selected 
this poem. 

2. Talk about the image that you selected: how does this go with your focus poem? Where did 
you find it? Is there anything special about the artist or image? 

3. What three elements of the original poem did you respond to? In describing these elements 
make sure to note which element seems common to the “unit” we are on (“most poems in 
the objects unit seem to x, y or z”).  

4. Walk us through your process of composition and read your poem to us out loud. In 
walking us through process reflect on whether or not you used the three elements to similar 
or different results to the focus poem. 

5. Did writing your own poem give any insight into the original focus poem? Into the unit? If 
so—what did you discover? If not, reflect on this absence.  

6. Was there anything you really liked about the process or the poem (yours or theirs)? Make 
suggestions for us as to anything you think we might have fun experimenting with in our 
own responses.  

 
 
Presentation Write-up Example. 

 
1. Direct us to the focus poem you worked with. Read it out loud and tell us why you selected 

this poem. 
 
I selected Gertrude Stein’s “A Long Dress” because Stein’s Tender Buttons place me in thrall and baffle 
me. I love the rhythms and textures and find the poems to be extremely associative in terms of how 
the poem relates to its object. “A Long Dress” makes me think of the technology and “currents” 
(fashions) that make things like dresses…just as much as fabrics do. 
 

2. Talk about the image that you selected: how does this go with your focus poem? Where did 
you find it? Is there anything special about the artist or image? 

 
The image I selected is a favorite of mine, a drawing by Sonia Delaunay who was a modernist artist 
who made paintings as well as textiles and clothing designs. I thought a female artist from Stein’s 
time period would pair nicely with her poem and also thought that this design looks like fabric…the 
fact that it is not finished leaves rough edges that I associate with Stein’s poem. Also, the image does 



have recognizable objects, but it would be hard to say that it is a “drawing of a flower”—it seems, 
like Stein’s poems, to be that and something else. 
 

3. What three elements of the original poem did you respond to? In describing these elements 
and how you worked with them make sure to note which element seems common to the 
“unit” we are on (“most poems in the objects unit seem to x, y or z”). Also address the way 
your use of this element is similar or different to the focus poem. 
 

I like Stein’s use of punctuation and the rhythm of her language. Specifically in this poem she asks 
questions but does not use a question mark. She felt periods to be stronger and more object-like than 
other marks of punctuation. I start my poem off with this use of punctuation and also pushed 
towards rhythm with repetition and listing.  
 
I also like Stein’s reference to technology (machinery) and nature (wind). I tried to do this with the 
ivy, prisms, smart phones (etc). In doing so I was thinking about the way that even the natural world 
(ivy and flowers) can be used for decorative, artificial purposes.  
 
My “unit” element is an attention to verbs. I noticed that throughout this unit, which is very “noun” 
oriented (objects…) that the verbs of the poem are so important. Stein foregrounds “is” which is 
both the most mundane verb the most significant: the verb of being. This verb-use mirrors nicely the 
kind of bourgeois domestic objects Stein focuses on. I got some “is” in here towards the end, but 
also wanted my objects and experience to feel alive.  
 

4. Walk us through your process of composition and read your poem to us out loud. In 
walking us through process reflect on the ways in which your poem is similar to and 
different from the focus poem and/or to your usual style of writing. 

 
While I like to push the edge of association in my writing, my poem is much more jumpy than I have 
been writing lately. I think this is due to Stein’s influence. I notice that her poem is much more 
orderly: each stanza asks the same kind of question whereas mine bounces all over the place. I once 
read that Stein’s Tender Buttons enact what it is like for the loud, new 20th century to intrude on the 
staid, polite domestic sphere of the 19th century. I like this idea of external coming into internal and 
tried to work in that spirit.  
 

5. Did writing your own poem give any insight into the original focus poem? Into the unit? If 
so—what did you discover? If not, reflect on this absence.  

 
It is hard to say exactly how, but writing my own poem made Stein’s work in this anthology feel 
more accessible to me. I feel it now less of a cerebral experiment (which it had always seemed) and 
more of an internal engagement with ordinary objects. It would take a lot of time to translate this 
insight into something for a literary criticism paper, but as a writer and reader I think it will let me 
engage her poetry with more playfulness. 
 

6. Was there anything you really liked about the process or the poem (yours or theirs)? Make 
suggestions for us as to anything you think we might have fun experimenting with in our 
own responses.  

 
I really liked the idea of the external intruding on the internal and thinking about the complex fabric 
of ordinary objects. Even a simple glass has a long history in terms of manufacturing and ending up 
in one’s room. I could see narrating this progress in a story of nonfiction piece, but I also think it is 
fun to condense these ideas into a poem. 
 



My facebook poem (also online) 
 
A chair. 
--after Gertrude Stein’s “A Long Dress” 
 
Does the hour puncture the room, slice through 19th-century walls, or do chandelier prisms glitter 
sync with smart phone images more naturally than outside the ivy, the ivy. Never, with ungloved 
hands the gardening sheers the fertilizer. I admire the blunt nature of her rooms, sharp edges then 
sudden swathe in cushions is air rushing into air lock. Like fish we gasp, eyes like olives, waists 
trimmed by a sash releasing ikebana bloom in time with the cicadas. The rose is perfect with 
extinction, present in sash, in glittering, in reckless. Some satin wouldn’t stay tied, black table 
breaking into shine. 
 
 


